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From the editor…

Gee, a lot has changed since our last newsletter – we were all
planning for the Easter holidays and working on our get-aways to
Mabalingwe, then suddenly we were in lockdown with no alcohol,
cigarettes, friends, family or braais in the bush!

The permanent residents and a lucky few owners who have been
able to spend this lockdown period on Mabalingwe have been
actively involved in doing daily patrols to check houses, fences,
water reservoirs, general animal condition and reporting of water
leaks etc.  Owners can be assured that their assets and homes are
being taken care of  as much as possible.

At the time of writing, Limpopo Province had one of the lowest
reported cases of COVID-19, with only one case in Bela Bela which
was swiftly handled by medical personnel.  Strict controls are in
place at shopping centres and supermarkets with seemingly high
adherence to social distancing and mask-wearing protocols.

On Mabalingwe, the MCPA are taking the opportunity to cut grass
around houses and prepare fire breaks for the upcoming dry
season.  Some pumps and motors are being given a “rest” or
receiving maintenance.  The culling of excess game has also taken
place in this period of having very few people on the farm.  Culling
is not the preferred method to control numbers, but as all
auctions have stopped and there being no hunters coming in, it is
the only option left.

The future regarding the lifting of the lockdown and a resumption
of normal activities on Mabalingwe is entirely unknown - whatever
is written here today may be obsolete tomorrow.  So all we can do
is work together to reduce the spread of the virus in the short and
medium term to numbers that the health authorities can cope
with and to each take personal responsibility for our actions.

We all look forward to the day when owners and visitors can
return to Mabalingwe and enjoy the magnificent warm days, crisp
winter nights and spectacular night skies.

This newsletter is published as a service to Home Owners and
members of the MCPA.  While we believe the information
provided to be reliable, comments and opinions expressed by
contributors are not necessarily those of the MCPA or the Editor.



NEWS FROM THE MCPA office…

Some Good News
Although Covid 19 and lockdown has become the symbol of
everything that is negative, we here at Mabalingwe would like to
share some positive news with you.

Fire Management
Our reserve team have been focusing on the preparation of fire
breaks during the month of May. There is still a lot to be done, but
we are positive that all of our fire preparations will be in place
before the fire season starts.  The Working on Fire team are back
at the Mabalingwe base and will be assisting in the preparations
for fire season.

Boreholes
Water remains a precious commodity on Mabalingwe. We have 15
boreholes supplying water to more than 300 houses. The lockdown
period allowed these boreholes to replenish to such an extent that
the water levels in the boreholes increased by an average of 1
metre over the two months.  Lockdown has also allowed us to do
necessary maintenance on reservoirs, pipes and water stations.

Security
During Level 4 and 5, the owners that chose to stay on
Mabalingwe, assisted with patrols at houses and on the reserve.
This allowed for more visible security. On behalf of the MCPA staff,
I would like to thank them for their assistance. Hopefully, this will
be something that we can build on in future.



NEWS FROM THE MCPA office…
Game
It seems that the game has made the best of this quiet time.
There have been more than five leopard “spottings” (pardon the
pun) during the lockdown period. The large crocodile has been
seen sunbathing on the road close to Klipspringer dam several
times. A pair of Klipspringer have decided that the road behind the
shop is part of their territory and they will not be intimidated by
any vehicle trying to pass them.

With the turn of the season, the snakes are also looking for some
cosy areas to prepare for the winter. We had a visitor
(Mozambique Spitting Cobra) in our MCPA office the other day,
minding his own business while everyone around him was casually
having meetings and doing admin ….. that was until they realised
that there was an uninvited guest. Suddenly nothing was relaxed
or casual anymore!

Matie Barnard

2020 burning programme…
Our controlled burning plan forms part of our ecological plan. The
map below shows the areas that will be included in the burning
program for 2020 - if conditions allow.

Controlled burns will commence after the first 30mm of rain,
which usually occurs around October/ Novembe.  Wind conditions
play a pivotal role in the decision on whether or not a burn can
take place on any given day.



Security matters…
For the MCPA Security department it has been “business as
usual”since the lockdown started and we have a few challenges to
face with the coming months.

During this ongoing lockdown period, we asked owners, who
decided to stay on the reserve for lockdown, to do patrols. This
proved to be a positive step as we had feedback daily from the
owners about unoccupied houses, roads, water leaks and the
fence line.

Prior to the lockdown the Security department investigated the
possibility of taking over the Videofied function and managing it
in-house. The reason for the change was that video footage from a
a triggered alarm, would first go to a control room in Pretoria and
then sent onto the Mabalingwe control room - which resulted in
delays.  After a full investigation and a successful trial period, we
have decided to change to Webeye - which is compatible with the
existing Videofied system. What does this mean to the users?

1. MCPA Security monitors the system from our control room,
no middleman involved

2. The Security Manager can log into the system at any time or
from his cell phone or laptop

3. Operators, when receiving an alarm, get a pop-up menu
which indicates to them how to handle the alarm

4. Each operator has their own log-in details and alarms can be
back-tracked to see how an operator responded to the
alarm and how was it handled

5. Response time is much quicker
6. Reports can be generated on each alarm to show how many

times it activated, which alarms need maintenance and who
responded to the alarm

All existing units were changed to Webeye prior to the lockdown
with success.

Security would like to encourage owners to secure their units with
this system as it has proven to be successful at units equipped with
it.  Anyone wanting details on the system, should please contact
Matie Barnard or Louis Roux.

Louis Roux
Security Manager

Security Numbers
to note:

Control room
014 001 7240
082 546 9052
083 272 4851

Louis Roux
060 716 7175



A WORKING RELATIONSHIP…
Working on Fire and Mabalingwe

The relationship with Working on Fire started in 2012 after
they assisted Mabalingwe in fire suppression efforts after
lighting caused a fire on the mountain range, threatening
several houses - both timeshare and privately-owned.

Since then, Mabalingwe and the Working on Fire Vingerkraal
team have been working closely together in order to
minimise the risks of run-away fires on Mabalingwe. These
acrions include the clearing and maintaining of fire breaks,
involving physical labour with hand tools to remove grass
and any burnable fuels on the fire break.  This gives the fire
teams a chance to suppress a fire more efficiently and
minimises the damage caused to veld and vegetation.

The team is also responsible for the clearing of vegetation
along fences, brush cutting, assistance in the removal of
invasive plants species, prescribed burning and assisting the
Mabalingwe fire team in their fire suppression efforts.

In 2018, after negotiations between Mabalingwe and
Working on Fire, the Vingerkraal team moved its base to
Mabalingwe and a WoF fire truck was made available for use
on Mabalingwe and surrounding areas. By doing so, response
times to any fires on Mabalingwe and the surrounding area
was cut in half, with suppression efforts more successful.

In the past 2 years, the aerial wing of Working on Fire was on
standby for any major fires in the Waterberg district. In 2019
this proved to be a valuable asset when a runaway fire,
which had destroyed all that was in its path, was quickly and
professionally brought under control by Working on Fire
ground crew, aerial crew and the Mabalingwe fire team crew
before any major damaged was done on Mabalingwe.

The Vingerkraal team is now part of the Mabalingwe family,
with life-long friendships created and unforgettable
memories made. We sincerely hope that our relationship
with Working a Fire will be a lasting one for the years to
come.

Ashley Theron
Base Manager

Security Numbers
to note:

Control room
014 001 7240
082 546 9052
083 272 4851

Louis Roux
060 716 7175



water quality report

The MCPA conducts regular water tests to ensure
that our water quality is suitable for consumption.

Based on the assessment of variables analysed in
comparison to “SANS 241-1:2015 Drinking Water
Standard (SABS, 2015)” and “Quality of Domestic
Water Supplies” (WRC, 1998), the tested water samples for Ingwe,
Kloof and Idwala water stations are Fit for limited use as potable
water and domestic use. The reason for the qualification on our
potable water is due to extremely high fluoride levels in our
groundwater.

The following excerpt from the water report compiled by
Elaine van der Linde (Environmental Consultant).

The high fluoride level can have increasing risk of health effects and
severe tooth staining in terms of consuming the water directly or
through food preparation.  There are no effects on the aesthetic value
of the water or the use of water for bathing or laundry.

Health effects:  Chronic intake of high fluoride levels can damage the
skeleton, causing a hardening of the bones and making them brittle.
Brittle bones break easily under mild stress and crippling can occur.
Acute poisoning by high doses is characterised by vomiting, abdominal
pain, nausea, diarrhoea and convulsions.

Aesthetic effects:  Discolouration of the teeth occurs where fluoride is
ingested during the tooth formative years in concentrations in excess of
the optimum level needed for healthy tooth enamel.  Please note that
fluoride has no taste, colour or smell and cannot be detected
aesthetically, even at high concentrations.

continued…



water quality report continued

Sensitive groups include:
• Children up to the age of 3 years
• Individuals with HIV infections
• Individuals with sub-optimal dietary calcium
• Individuals with liver or kidney disease
• Individuals with malnutrition, particularly those with zinc deficiency
• Individuals with a high daily water intake
• Individuals on renal dialysis.
It is recommended that the concentration of fluoride in potable water
never exceed 4 mg/l, due to the likelihood of skeletal fluorosis with
crippling, as well as the loss of teeth.

Fluoride is difficult to remove from water at low concentrations.  For
effective removal advanced technology is required, using, for example,
activated alumina or bone char to absorb the fluoride.  Desalination
with ion-exchange resins can also be uses. High levels of skill and
maintenance are needed for the successful implementation of fluoride
removal technology.

Home treatment with clay or calcium carbonate chips may ameliorate
high concentrations, but does not usually reduce the fluoride to
optimum concentrations.  Home treatment kits using ion-exchange
processes can be purchased, but they are expensive and treat only
small volumes of water.







MABALINGWE GAME RESERVE IS A PRIVATELY OWNED ENTITY
WITHIN THE GREATER MABALINGWE WHICH OWNS AND OPERATES

THE CARAVAN PARK AND ASSOCIATED FACILITIES,
THE PREDATOR PARK, RENTAL ACCOMMODATION AND

OFFERS GAME DRIVES AND HORSE RIDING.
All bookings for activities associated with Mabalingwe Game Reserve

should be made through their reservations office near the Main Gate or
by calling 082 464 0744 or  014 736 9000 or emailling

info@boschpoort.co.za

NATIONAL
LOCKDOWN
The extension of the
national lockdown has
huge implications for
the country's
economy, with the
tourism sector being
badly hit as it’s
dependent on the
movement of tourists
locally and
internationally. We
have decided to
proceed with a
voucher initiative to
help keep Mabalingwe
Game Reserve alive
during these difficult
times and to develop
new and exciting
products for when
lockdown is lifted.



PREDATOR PARK

While lockdown has brought all guest interaction and the entire
tourism industry to a halt, the Mabalingwe Game Reserve
Predator Park is more active than ever before… we still thrive in
taking very good care of all the animals and we expanding at a
fast pace – with all the newcomers and newborns arriving at the
Predator Park, we are creating an entirely NEW and
unforgettable experience for all our guests after lockdown.

NEWBORN AFRICAN WILD DOG PUPPIES
For the FIRST TIME in history at Mabalingwe Game Reserve, we
are proud to announce the arrival of the African Wild Dog
puppies.

WHITE LION CUBS
We are very proud to announce the arrival of our 3 little white
lion cubs! A lioness usually gives birth to two to four cubs in a
litter. In order for there to be a chance that some of the offspring
will be white lions, the parents either need to be white lions or
carry the rare white lion gene.

MALE BENGAL TIGER
Isabella, our female Bengal Tiger’s lonely days are over… a big
thank you to the whole owners of Kokama 31 for our new male
Bengal Tiger – Tiggy!

SIBERIAN TIGER FEMALE & 2 LEOPARDS
ON THEIR WAY TO THE PREDATOR PARK!

We are also awaiting the arrival of a beautiful Siberian Tiger
female for Jethro, our male tiger as well as 2 new leopards
bought by whole owners of Elephant Lodge 252 & Kokama 31.

POSSIBLE NEW ARRIVALS AT THE PREDATOR PARK
We are also working very hard towards all the arrangements to
welcome the arrival of 2 Black Leopards at the Predator Park.

CAMP UPGRADES
New camps for the leopards and tigers are near completion.

Once lockdown is lifted… we promise to provide
an unforgettable, once-in-a-lifetime BRAND NEW
experience for all our guests at the Predator Park!



Mabalingwe weather

January 2020

Temperature 33.1 C 15.4 C 23.3 C

Dew Point 19.8 C -6.1 C 6.6 C

Humidity 94 % 10 % 40 %

Precipitation 47.75 mm

February 2020

Temperature 33.1 C 15.4 C 23.3 C

Dew Point 19.8 C -6.1 C 6.6 C

Humidity 94 % 10 % 40 %

Precipitation 47.75 mm

March 2020

Temperature 33.4 C 13.1 C 22.5 C

Dew Point 16.4 C -8.4 C 3 C

Humidity 94 % 10 % 33 %

Precipitation 24.38mm

April 2020

Temperature 33.5 C 8.5 C 19.4 C

Dew Point 17.4 C -8.8 C 3.7 C

Humidity 98 % 10 % 40 %

Precipitation 97.03mm

MAY 2020

Temperature 27.6 C 8.4 C 17.1 C

Dew Point 5.3 C -9.7 C -1.3 C

Humidity 63 % 10 % 32 %

Precipitation 0mm

Rainfall comparison
2019/ 2020 Season 2018/ 2019 Season 2017/ 2018 Season

600.46mm 601.47mm 586.22mm



evacuation plan
Fire remains one of the greatest risks we have on Mabalingwe.
Not only does it threaten the loss of grazing and property, but also
life. For this reason, we would like to ensure that owners are
informed on the evacuation procedure for their specific area.

Method of notification
Owners will be notified in one of the following ways:
● Telephonic notification from the control room

● Mabalingwe staff will go door to door

The assembly point for each area is listed below. Visitors and
residents should make their way to the assembly point in a quick
but safe manner, taking all due safety precautions.

Stables
Soccer Flied or airstrip (leaving the airstrip clear)

AREA ASSEMBLY POINT

Ingwe Camp Soccer field or airstrip (leaving the airstrip clear)

Kwalata & Elephant Lodge Farm shop parking area

Kubu, Phiri and Tsweni Kubu swimming pool

Caravan Park Remain at the Caravan Park

Mabalingwe 1 (Idwala)
Mabalingwe 8 (Kukama)
Mabalingwe 10 (Elandsfontein)

Elandsfontein gate.
If the threat is in Elandsfontein, evacuate south
to the farm shop parking area.

Mabalingwe 7
(Boekenhoutplaat) Boekenhoutplaat gate.

Mabalingwe 2
(West of farm shop) Farm shop parking area

Mabalingwe 2
(East of Farm shop) Soccer field or airstrip (leaving the airstrip clear)

Mabalingwe 4 Stables, soccer field or airstrip (leaving the airstrip clear)

Mabalingwe 6 Soccer field or airstrip (leaving the airstrip clear)

Bush Camps Soccer field or airstrip (leaving the airstrip clear)



Mabalingwe Control Room 24/7 security service, alarm monitoring 014 001 7240
controlroom@wbpm.co.za 083 272 4851
systems@wpmproperties.co.za 082 546 9052

Police  SAPS Bela Bela  014 736 9700

Ambulance Provincial ambulance Bela Bela  014 736 2121

Provincial Hospital  Bela Bela Provincial Hospital  014 736 2121

St Vincent Private Hospital  Private hospital in Bela Bela  014 736 2310

Trauma  Private ambulance service  014 736 2831

Medlin Pharmacy  Weekdays 08:30 – 18:00  014 736 2285
 Saturdays 08:30 – 13:30
 Sundays and Holidays 10:30 – 12:00

Van Heerden Pharmacy  Weekdays 08:00 – 19:00 014 736 2301
 Saturdays 08:00 – 12:00 & 17:00 – 19:00
 Sundays and Holidays 10:00 – 12:00 & 17:00 – 19:00

Drs Bergh & Coertze  Local doctors based in Bela Bela  014 736 2290

Drs Emslie & De Jonge  Local doctors based in Bela Bela  014 736 2032

Drs Grobler & De Villiers  Local doctors based in Bela Bela  014 736 2220

Control Room  24/7 Electrical or Water problems  014 001 7240

Reception  Office hours 07:00 – 22:00  014 001 7011

Game Drives and Activities  Information and bookings at Shareblock  014 001 7011

Game Drives and Activities  Information and bookings at Caravan Park  014 736 6090
 & Predator Park bookings 014 001 7010

Restaurant  Breakfast: 07:00 – 11:00 014 736 9019
 Lunch: 11:00 – 15:30
 Dinner: 18:30 – 21:30

Farm Shop Mondays to Thursdays 09:00 – 17:00  014 001 7011
 Fridays 09:00 – 19:00
 Saturdays 09:00 – 17:00
 Sundays 08:00 – 16:00

Vultures View Bar  Mondays to Sundays 10:00 – 20:00  014 001 7011

Caravan Park, Shop and Liquor Store   014 736 6090
  014 001 7010

IMPORTANT CONTACT NUMBERS


